Numerical solution of a coupled set of Smoluchowski convection-diffusion equations of associating polymers modelled as finitely extensible dumbbells enables computation of time-dependent end-to-end distributions for bridged, dangling, and looped chains in three dimensions as a function of associating end-group kinetics. Non-monotonic flow curves which can lead to flow instabilities during shear flow result at low equilibrium constant and high association rate from two complementary phenomena: a decrease in the fraction of elastically active chains with increasing shear rate and non-monotonic extension in the population of elastically active chains. Chain tumbling leads to reformation of bridges, resulting in an increased fraction of bridged chains at high Deborah number and significant reduction in the average bridge chain extension. In the start-up of steady shear, force-activated chain dissociation and chain tumbling cause both stress overshoot and stress ringing behaviour prior to reaching steady state stress values. During stress relaxation following steady shear, chain kinetics and extension mediate both the number of relaxations and the length of time required for system relaxation. While at low association rate relaxation is limited by the relaxation of dangling chains and the rate of dangling chain formation, at high association rate coupling of dangling and bridged chains leads to simultaneous relaxation of all chains due to a dynamic equilibrium between dangling and bridged states.
Introduction
Polymer gels have attracted a great deal of attention as so electronics and sensors, 1-3 decontamination devices, 4,5 tissue engineering scaffolds, 3, 6, 7 and drug delivery carriers. 3, 6, 7 In each of these applications, control over gel structure and mechanics is critical to obtaining the desired gel behaviour. 8 Many such materials incorporate transient networks, where the use of physical associations as opposed to permanent chemical bonds allows the gels to respond to environmental stimuli such as temperature, 9 pH, 10 ionic strength, 11 and light. 12 These types of physically associated networks also demonstrate mechanical properties not seen in their chemically crosslinked counterparts, including shear thinning at high strain rates, self-healing properties, and stress relaxation at long times. This combination of responsive and mechanical properties makes physically associated networks ideally suited for a wide variety of applications in natural and synthetic materials: mussel byssus, 13 mucus, 10 shear-thinning injectable gels, 14, 15 sensors, 1 drug delivery vessels, [16] [17] [18] and tissue replacement. 18, 19 Because the mechanical properties of these materials are critical to their use in natural or engineered applications, a fundamental understanding of physically associating network dynamics is critical to the design of these systems and to understanding nature's solutions to engineering problems.
Transient network theory provides a framework for modelling the rheology of associating polymers using coarse-grained molecular properties such as association energies, degrees of polymerization, and associating group molecular geometries. Transient network theory has its roots in rubber elasticity theory, which connects the internal stress of a polymer to its change in entropy. 20, 21 In the original transient network theory, Green and Tobolsky attributed the stress relaxation seen in rubbers to the relaxation of physical entanglements. 22 Tanaka and Edwards expanded the ideas of Green and Tobolsky to a physically associating network. 23 When a chain is pulled out of a junction, the chain has a nite time on the order of its relaxation time aer which it no longer remembers the stress. 23 These ideas have been applied to multiple other systems in order to take into account the effects of network topology, 24 multifunctional stickers, 25 non-telechelic associations, 26 and the presence of intrachain associations 27 on the free energy of a system.
All of the aforementioned theories utilize system thermodynamics to determine gel mechanical properties. While other approaches take into account location-dependent chain end associations using Brownian dynamics 28, 29 simulations, many experimental reports have implicitly or explicitly shown the importance of sticker dynamics on viscoelastic properties. 14, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] Tripathi et al. address this by combining kinetic theory calculations with the conformational and chain elasticity dependence from Tanaka and Edwards, Annable, Semenov and others. 35 The rates of association and dissociation of chains from their network junctions are affected by the surrounding energy landscape. Instead of treating only bridging chains as active, Tripathi et al. also included dangling chains when calculating the resultant mechanical behaviour. 35 More recently, Frederickson and Hoy addressed the chemical kinetic contribution to the behaviour of associating polymer networks via chemical reaction equilibrium, assuming an Arrhenius twostate model where sticky bonds are either bound or unbound. 36 Both of these papers, amongst others that address either kinetic limitation via diffusion 36, 37 or dependence upon the system dynamics, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] still neglect the effect of looped chains on the resultant mechanical properties and do not track the entire chain conformational distribution. Both of these aspects were shown to be important in the context of previous theories -Annable et al.'s thermodynamic treatment of network topology to include characteristics like loops and superloops in the macroscopic stress behaviour, 24 and Cifre et al.'s Brownian dynamics simulations to include location dependence on association kinetics in order to better capture strain thickening behaviour. 28 This work presents a modied transient network theory capable of calculating associated polymer rheological properties under time-dependent shear. The numerical solution of a coupled set of Smoluchowski equations is used to quantitatively model the chain end probability distribution of bridged, dangling, and looped chains. From this theory, a connection between the system kinetics for association and dissociation, the rate of association relative to chain relaxation on one hand, and the stability of the macroscopic stress response on the other, becomes apparent. The impact of both loop formation and chain tumbling on mechanical response in telechelic polymer gels is explored for the rst time.
Theory and numerical methodology
Bead-spring chain model
The transient networks modelled here are composed of telechelic polymers capable of forming a network of associated domains in solution ( Fig. 1a ). Assuming that chains in the network behave independently, polymers obey Rouse dynamics, and the ow is homogeneous, the distribution of chain congurations within the network as a function of time may be modelled by solving the Smoluchowski equation for the probability density of a single chain of length N. Deformation processes are modelled in the frame of reference of one of the chain ends, effectively restricting one chain end to the origin. This assumption results in no loss in generality, as the chain end distribution and all equations have inversion symmetry such that the ends may be exchanged without any impact on the physics of the problem. The second chain end is allowed to react with the surrounding network, transitioning between dangling, bridged, and looped states as a function of its conformation and chain end kinetics. The relevant equations are based on the Smoluchowski equation for convection, reaction, and diffusion. [41] [42] [43] 
here, j i (r,t) is the chain density probability distribution function for species i (i ¼ D, L, B for dangling, looped and bridged), D tr is the diffusion coefficient, z is the friction factor,ṼU is the retraction force due to chain stretching,ñ is the external uid velocity, and R ij is the reaction rate for conversion from species i to species j. Each type of chain connectivity (bridged, looped, dangling) is represented by a separate Smoluchowski equation, with coupling between the three equations through the reaction terms. Four reactions are allowed to occur via the reversible conversion of dangling chains to loops and bridges. The rate constants for association and dissociation reactions are assumed to be identical regardless of whether a loop or bridge is being formed or broken. Whether a dangling chain end associates to form a loop or a bridge is determined based on the endto-end distance of the polymer chain, where the conditional probability of forming a loop given that a chain end has associated with the network is assumed to follow a Gaussian probability distribution where f(r ¼ 0) ¼ 1 andr represents a dimensionless distance as dened below. For purposes of this work, the Gaussian width c is set to 0.25Nb 2 . The value for c comes from Brownian dynamics, where the range of interaction between two chain ends for associative networks is c ¼ ð0:5 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi Nb 2 p Þ 2 ¼ 0:25Nb 2 . 29 The rate of reaction for endgroup dissociation from bridges is determined using Bell's law for specic adhesion, where the work required to break a bond is exponentially related to the retraction force acting on the length of the bond. [44] [45] [46] 
here,b corresponds to the dimensionless characteristic bond length, which for purposes of this work was set to 0.35 in units of R g , approximately corresponding to a larger associating domain such as a polymer endblock, 47 protein coiled-coil, 48, 49 or long chain alkyl hydrophobe, 50 all of which form aggregates with a characteristic dimension of 2-40 nm. The forceF corresponds to the dimensionless spring retraction force. [44] [45] [46] The spring retraction is represented using the nitely extensible non-linear elastic (FENE) force law:
The coefficient 3k B T/Nb 2 in eqn (4) is the Hookean spring constant for a Gaussian chain in 3-D and L ¼ Nb corresponds to the contour length of a polymer chain of N segments, each of size b.
The nal form of all three evolution equations can then be determined, assuming that the chain end of a looped chain does not experience convection or diffusion and the chain end of a bridged chain is deformed affinely with the ow eld. Dening the equilibrium constant K eq ¼k d /k a , and nondimensionalizing the equations by the variables,
where s represents the relaxation time for a single dumbbell, yields the nal equations:
dj L dt ¼k a ð f ÀrÁ j D dr Àk a K eq j L
The rst three terms in eqn (6) correspond to chain end diffusion, retraction, and convection (respectively). The subsequent two terms correspond to the creation and destruction of bridged chains from dangling chains, and the last two to the creation and destruction of looped chains from dangling chains. Eqn (7) and (8) contain similar terms as a function of expected chain end behaviour. The Deborah number (De) and k a correspond to the dimensionless shear rate and dimensionless association rate, respectively, non-dimensionalized by the chain relaxation time, s. For simplicity, hydrodynamic interactions are neglected. While it is expected that this will not impact the qualitative nature of the results, the assumption of a freely draining network will impact the quantitative values of the stress response.
Numerical solution of the Smoluchowski equation
In order to solve the system of eqn (6)- (8) , Matlab was used to implement a modied fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4) algorithm adapted from Recktenwald. 51 Equations were re-written in their discretized form in a 3-D mesh. The diffusive terms are represented using a second order central difference equation and the convective terms are represented using a combination of second order forward and backward differences. These particular difference formulas were chosen in order to maximize stability while minimizing computational time. Each run was pre-equilibrated from the initial condition of a free Gaussian chain following the equation
by letting the system run without ow to allow for the looped, bridged, and free chains to equilibrate with one another (ESI †). The stress was determined from the congurational average of the product of the imposed retraction force in direction 1 and the distance in direction 2. Taking into account both the bridged and dangling chains ( Fig. 1b) ,
For purposes of this work, subscripts 1 and 2 in eqn (10) represent the ow and gradient directions, respectively.
The equations were numerically solved in three dimensions under imposed step shear proles, allowing both steady shear and start-up shear to be analysed. Details regarding convergence to steady state, determination of time step size for stability, and the mesh size used can be found in the ESI. †
Results and discussion

Effect of reaction kinetics on non-monotonic stress behaviour in steady shear
The endgroup association equilibrium constant and rate constant are the primary determinants of ow stability in telechelic gels. The kinetic interchange between bridged and dangling chains is well known to lead to non-monotonic ow curves in telechelic gels due to a decrease in the average chain extension with increasing shear. 41 Non-monotonic ow curves occur when the stress decreases with increasing shear rate. 52 This occurs because bridged chains deform affinely with the network while dangling chains are increasingly stretched with increasing strain rates. Shiing of the equilibrium between bridged and dangling chains at high shear rate can therefore lead to a decrease in chain extension and consequently in the total stress, with increasing shear rate. To quantify this effect in our model, the development of non-monotonic ow curves was systematically investigated as a function ofk a and K eq . Experimentally, K eq can be controlled through the binding interaction of the associating groups according to the Van't Hoff equation, and since K eq ¼k d /k a either rate constant can be controlled independently to set the dynamics of bond exchange in the system. A value ofk a less than unity corresponds to a chain with an association rate that is slower than the chain's relaxation rate 1/s where s is:
Lower values of K eq represent cases where association is faster than dissociation.
Both decreasingk a and decreasing K eq promote the development of non-monotonic ow curves ( Fig. 2a and b ). Nonmonotonic ow proles, indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 2a , occur when the stress as a function of De has a negative slope. 53, 54 Specically, any system where the rst derivative of the stress, d(logs)/d(log De), is negative becomes unstable. A map of the stress behaviour as a function of system kinetics ( Fig. 2b ) indicates that at low values ofk a and K eq , the system has regions of non-monotonicity (detailed data shown in Fig. S4 †) . However, when the values ofk a and K eq are increased, the system transitions to a ow curve with monotonicallyincreasing stress as a function of shear rate.
Familiar limiting regimes can be identied on this graph: for high K eq and any value ofk a , the material becomes a nonassociating polymer uid, following the Maxwell model in this simulation. Ask a is decreased, making crosslinks effectively more permanent, the value of K eq required to reach this regime increases. The chemically crosslinked gel regime is associated with low K eq and lowk a , where non-monotonic stress proles are consistent with chain extension and breaking to form dangling chains in the chemical gels.
Replotting the data from Fig. 2 to be a log-log representation ofk a andk d results in a transition line around a constant valuẽ k d ¼ 0.01, suggesting a critical value ofk d for the onset of nonmonotonic stress behaviour over the range of the simulations. However, analysis of limiting regimes indicates that this critical value is observed over a limited range of parameter space. In the limiting case wherek a is much higher thank d (small K eq ) and much larger than unity the stress will increase monotonically due to the coupled extension of dangling and bridged chains. At low chain extension, the dominant bridge population will deform affinely with the network; however, at large extension force-activated dissociation will balance rapid association. Under these conditions, rapid interchange of the dangling and bridged chain populations results in coupled extension of dangling and bridged chains, yielding monotonic extension of a single chain population that is in rapid dynamic equilibrium between dangling and bridged populations. This suggests that at low K eq there will be an upper limit ofk a above which nonmontonic ow curves cannot form, with lower K eq yielding higher extension required to balance association and dissociation for a givenk a .
Similarly, when the material behaves as a non-associating polymer uid (k a (k d ) andk a is very small, the stress is also expected to increase monotonically with increasing shear rate because partially extended dangling chains dominate the Fig. 2 (a) Transient network behaviour under steady shear for two different systems, one undergoing stress non-monotonicities (k a ¼ 0.2, K eq ¼ 0.01) and the other with monotonically increasing stress (k a ¼ 2, K eq ¼ 0.2). The dangling chain stress is shown for De ¼ 0.1, 1, and 10 in order to illustrate the role of dangling chains. (b) Phase map indicating regions of stress behaviour corresponding to two types of curves in (a). Stress non-monotonicities in the lower left region are to be expected due to non-monotonic behaviour, while monotonic behaviour occurs in the upper right region. polymeric stress. This suggests an upper limit of K eq above which stress these stress non-monotonicities cannot occur. Therefore, in both low and high K eq limits, the critical value of k d is not expected to be observed.
Because the stress in the network is a function of chain extension and the number of elastically contributing chains (bridges and dangling chains; eqn (10)), non-monotonic stress proles may result from either changes in the average chain extension of bridges and dangling chains or from changes in the populations of looped, bridged, and dangling chains. Since the deformation of both bridged and dangling chains in isolation increases with increasing shear rate, a decrease in average chain extension must stem from the dynamic interchange between bridges, loops, and dangling chains as part of the ow process.
Calculations show that changes in both the number of looped chains and in the average extension of dangling and bridged chains contribute to the development of non-monotonic ow curves. Fig. 3 shows the number of elastically active chains, the stress per elastically active chain, and the total stress as a function of De for a variety of different values of K eq andk a . It is clear that non-monotonicities exist in the stress per elastically active chain due to non-monotonic changes in dangling and bridged chain extension (Fig. 3a, d and g) . However, the onset of these non-monotonicities in the total stress curve is shied to lower stress by decreases in the number of elastically active chains at intermediate values of De for many systems. Therefore, both looping and chain extension play a critical role in non-monotonic stresses.
When computations are performed without any looped chains, the stress per elastically active chain is identical to that obtained in the presence of loops (ESI †). The presence of loops only serves as a way to decrease the number of elastically effective chains present in the system. This overlap between the Fig. 3 Comparison of the stress per elastically active chain, the total stress, and the fraction of elastically-active chains. Grey regions indicate regions with non-monotonic steady state stress behaviour. Non-monotonicities in the stress per elastically active chain occur in tandem with the corresponding stress non-monotonicities. The total fraction of elastically active chains decreases with decreasing K eq , and non-monotonicities develop with decreasingk a . The stress per elastically active chain is the same as the stress of a system that does not incorporate the ability to form looped chains over the range of parameters explored. stress per elastically active chains and the total stress for a system where loops cannot form indicates that the effects of looping and chain extension may be considered separately over this range of simulation parameters. Therefore, careful examination of both the chain fraction and polymer extension as a function of the reaction kinetics during deformation is critical to understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying these effects.
Effect of relative loop and bridge fractions on steady shear mechanical response
Traditional transient network theory assumes a decrease in association fraction with increasing shear rate. 23 When K eq and k a are larger, such behaviour is observed in the model presented here (Fig. 4b) . As De increases, the overall fraction of associated chains (bridged and looped) decreases from the expected equilibrium value. The decrease in bridged chain fraction is caused by force-activated dissociation at high chain extension, while the decrease in looped chain fraction is caused by the dynamic equilibrium between dangling chains and loops. As the average extension of dangling chains increases, they become less likely to react to form loops and more likely to form bridges. When loops break, the dangling chains become extended in a strong shear ow and are unlikely to reform loops. Therefore, both looped and bridged chain associations decrease with increasing Deborah number for De > 1 where the convective forces cause signicant distortion of dangling chains from their equilibrium conguration.
However, as K eq ork a is decreased, the behaviour of the system changes. For low De, the fraction of bridged chains still decreases with increasing De, resulting in a monotonic increase in the density of dangling chains for allk a and K eq . However, the density of looped chains may increase or decrease relative to the zero shear value depending upon the magnitude of the reaction rate. The increased rate of interconversion between bridged and dangling chains at highk a results in higher dangling chain extension, which disfavours loop formation and therefore results in a decrease in loops at low shear. In contrast, when the rate of associationk a is low (i.e. k a < s À1 ), dangling chains are able to relax prior to re-association and are more likely to form loops. The loop fraction can then exceed the equilibrium value because the increased concentration of dangling chains promotes loop formation at an enhanced rate.
Intuitively, the ratio of loops to dangling chains at steady state should decrease with increasing De, as the shear ow shis the effective equilibrium between the two chain populations to favour dangling chains. This effect is clearly observed (Fig. S6 †) ; however, the density of dangling chains increases sufficiently fast that the increased concentration results in an increase in the total number of loops (Fig. 4c ). The increase in loops holds for De < 1, when chain ends are able to relax to near their equilibrium distribution despite convective forces.
It should be noted that the network is assumed to be homogeneous and percolating under all ow conditions. For this assumption to hold, it is necessary for the junction valency to be above the percolation threshold. This critical condition can be estimated using the Flory-Stockmayer equation such that the valency (z) of the chain ends must be greater than: 55
Where p represents the fraction of bridged chains. Since the fraction of bridged chains is greater than 0.5 for most conditions explored, z must be larger than three to maintain a percolating network. Under some conditions, the fraction of bridged chains drops to 0.33, where z must be greater than 4 for the percolation assumption to hold. This behaviour illustrates the importance of looped chains in the development of non-monotonic ow curves. By considering looped chains in the theory, the overall fraction of associated chains is higher than would be predicted in a model of bridged and dangling chains alone (Fig. 3) . However, there are fewer elastically active chains when loops are included. When the same system with K eq ¼ 0.01 andk a ¼ 0.2 is solved with a zero probability of forming looped chains, the non-monotonicities present at steady state occur at higher values of both stress and shear rate ( Fig. 4) .
Effect of average chain extension on steady shear viscometric response
Because the shear stress in the gel derives directly from chain extension of bridged and dangling chains, understanding the average chain extension as a function ofk a , K eq , and De is also critical to explaining the resulting stress curves. Without reaction terms, affinely deformed bridged chains will never reach a steady-state extension, while the extension of dangling chains is dependent upon the shear rate ( Fig. S7a †) . However, the Fig. 4 Fractional chain distribution in steady shear flow for the four extreme cases studied in this work. K eq increases along the horizontal axis andk a increases along the vertical axis. The lower left corner represents a system undergoing non-monotonic stress (shaded area). The corresponding non-monotonicities in chain fraction are a function of the balance between slow association kinetics and convectionassisted increases in extension.
introduction of reaction terms introduces spatially-dependent chain conformation probability (Fig. S8 †) and changes the steady-state behaviour of dangling and bridged chain extension ( Fig. 5) . Whenk a is low (implying that k d is also low at a given K eq ), bridges can extend for a signicant period of time until they reach an extension where nite extensibility of the chains signicantly accelerates dangling chain formation. At this point, the dangling chain is extended beyond its equilibrium value and it retracts. Becausek a is lower than unity, this retraction process occurs until the steady-state extension is approached. Therefore, the equilibrium end-to-end separation is lower for dangling chains than bridged chains at low De and lowk a . Becausek d is lower at lower K eq , chains extend to a greater extent before breaking, leading to larger average extension in both bridged and dangling chains at low K eq than at high K eq .
In contrast, whenk a is high, chains interconvert between bridged and dangling states with a rate much faster than the chain relaxation rate. Chains rapidly sample associated and dissociated states within a single relaxation time, causing both populations to display the same average chain extension. Thus, the bridged chain end-to-end distance decreases while the dangling chain end-to-end distance increases. The region of De below which bridged and dangling chains display the same extension narrows with decreasing K eq ask d ¼ K eq /k a decreases, slowing the rate of interconversion relative to the shear rate.
At high shear rates, the extension of dangling chains always exceeds that of bridged chains (blue lines in Fig. 5) , an effect not captured in theories where the entire chain distribution is not modelled. In high De ows, chains are strongly extended such that force-activated chain detachment results in a higher effective value of K eq , and the population of highly extended chains consists primarily of dangling chains. However, particularly at low K eq , the chain population remains dominantly in the bridged state to minimize the energy of associating groups (Fig. 4a and c) . This dominance of bridged chain conformation couples with lower bridged chain extension ( Fig. 4 and 5 ). The presence of a large bridged chain fraction with lower extension is due to chain tumbling. When chains become highly extended, they dominantly form dangling chains as illustrated in Fig. S8b . † However, these highly extended chains tend to align with the ow eld, where lateral Brownian uctuation of the chain end can result in sampling of the very low or negative velocity region of the local ow and lead to chain retraction (Fig. 6 ). This retraction results in an increased probability of bridge formation at lower chain extensions. The bridge then extends affinely with the network and a dangling end again reforms aer the chain has re-extended. This tumbling mechanism can be veried by looking at the ux of the dangling chain ends.J
Eqn (13) is used in the calculation of the trajectories shown in Fig. 6 . This behaviour is well known to occur on tethered DNA in shear ow. [56] [57] [58] The observation of such behaviour in this model is predicated upon the assumption of Rouse dynamics for the polymer chain model, such that rotational dynamics is not disrupted by interactions between polymers.
In all cases simulated, the extension of bridged chains slows or even reverses at higher De. The decrease in the rate of extension followed by a plateau can be explained by the bridge chain extensions approaching the nite extensibility limit, where the value of exp(b|F FENE |) exceeds 2 (see Fig. S5 †) and bridged chains are rapidly destroyed by conversion into dangling chains. In the extreme case, this results in decreasing bridged chain extension for conditions corresponding to the lower le corner of Fig. 5 . However, at higher shear rates, the extension again begins to increase as a result of tumbling dynamics of dangling chains promoting reformation of bridged chains. This occurs for all extensions.
Previous theories for associating polymer gels attribute the onset of non-monotonic ow curves in steady shear to the breaking of highly extended bridged chains to form less extended dangling chains, while each individual population increases in average extension monotonically with increasing De. However, this molecular picture does not take into account the potential role of chain tumbling. Chain tumbling results in the preservation of bridged chains to a higher shear rate than previously thought by enabling the formation of bridges from dangling chains that tumble and retract to a lower extension. This leads to a different origin of the non-monotonic stress in elastically active chains in this transient network theory not observed in previous theories. The calculations show that dangling chains are more extended than bridged chains at high De. While this effect dominates the onset of non-monotonicity at low ow rates (see Fig. 5 ,k a ¼ 0.2, K eq ¼ 0.01), chain tumbling at higher De leads to bridge chain extensions less than dangling chain extensions, creating a new tumbling contribution that effectively decreases average chain extension and can lead to unstable ows.
Start-up of steady shear ow
Much like in steady shear, the transient behaviour is a function of the balance between dangling and bridged chains as a function of location and relative shear rate. The behaviour seen for stress, extension, and chain fraction can again be explained by the molecular mechanisms responsible for the observed transient behaviour. When steady-state behaviour is monotonic, the transient behaviour exhibits a single stress overshoot at higher shear rates corresponding to the nite extensibility of bridged chains. In non-monotonic steady-state behaviour, dissociation events require force activation to occur on the timescale of ow and re-association events are less frequent. This results in dangling chains reaching a higher level of chain end extension at lower shear rates and results in chain end tumbling at lower shear rates than typically expected for non-reactive dangling chain ends. The tumbling of these dangling chain ends leads to multiple relaxation timescales correlating with the interchange between dangling and bridged chain ends as a function of their extension and decreases the total fraction of elastically effective chains by enabling the increase in looped chain fraction.
Analysis of transient data further illustrates the role of nite extensibility, chain end tumbling, interconversion rate, and conformation in the rheological response of transient networks. When interconversion events are not permitted, dangling chains asymptotically approach a limiting plateau in their elongation as a function of the applied shear rate, and bridged chains deform affinely with the network (Fig. S7a †) . The corresponding stress during start-up of steady shear in bridged chains increases linearly with a slope of (v lns/v ln(tDe) wherẽ tDe ¼ ( _ gs)(t/s) ¼ _ gt ¼ strain) corresponding to the spring constant of the polymer chain wheretDe corresponds to the strain, and dangling chains approach a plateau value at which spring retraction and drag forces balance (Fig. S7b †) .
While the presence of non-monotonicity in start-up of steady shear does not predict the presence of non-monotonicities in steady state ow, 59 the transient behaviour under conditions where non-monotonic ow proles are observed exhibits multiple relaxation times. At highk a and K eq , the total stress in the system (Fig. 7d ) at low strain increases with a slope of one corresponding to the force of chain retraction in the limit where the spring force can be approximated as a Hookean spring (Fig. S7b †) . As the applied strain increases, a stress overshoot is observed, followed by a plateau steady-state stress. This stress plateau is higher than that observed in the dangling chains alone as a result of the fast interchange between dangling and bridged chains such that dangling chains are stretched beyond their equilibrium extension ( Fig. 7b and S9a †). As the imposed shear rate is increased, the stress plateau is preceded by an increasingly large stress overshoot caused by chain nite extensibility. Non-reactive dangling chains can also exhibit minor stress overshoots at high shear as evidenced in Fig. S7b . † These overshoots are qualitatively similar to those seen by Shull et al. on triblock copolymers of poly(methyl methacrylate) and poly(n-butyl acrylate). 31 Shull's experimental results showed an overshoot of approximately 11.75 dimensionless stress unitsor a single order of magnitude differenceat De ¼ 2.4. The overshoot for De ¼ 2 in Fig. 7a is just under a single order of magnitude while the overshoot for De ¼ 5 is just over an order of magnitude. This overshoot occurs in tandem with decreases in the fractions of bridged and looped chains and increases in the fractions of dangling chains (Fig. 7c) .
The transient behaviour corresponding to a non-monotonic steady ow curve exhibits multiple relaxation events at higher shear rates. Much like in the monotonic case, the slope of the transient stress growth at low strain corresponds to the elastic contribution of the system. However, the initial stress overshoots present at all shear rates correspond to a combination of chain nite extensibility and dangling chain tumbling (De > 1) or chain relaxation (De # 1). At the lower equilibrium values corresponding to non-monotonic steady ow curves, bridged chain dissociation on the timescale of ow requires force activation such that bridged chains reach high levels of extension prior to dissociation, even at low shear rates.
The relaxations following the initial chain extension overshoot/stress overshoot in Fig. 7a for De ¼ 10 result from oscillations between dangling and bridged chains during tumbling. When the dangling chains retract during tumbling, they reach a level of extension at which bridged chains can again be formed (corresponding to the crossover in Fig. 7b ). The bridged chains then stretch again until they undergo force-activated detachment from the network to become dangling chains that again tumble. This cyclical stretching and extension yields a ringing timescale in the stress response in start-up shear. While the response is initially large because the initial shear results in a rapid transition of a population of bridges to dangling chains over a short period of time, de-phasing of the chain state over several tumbling cycles damps the oscillation in stress to give a steady state plateau at long times wheretDe > 1000 (Fig. 7a ). The looped chain fraction begins to increase during the initial system-wide tumbling of dangling chains. This is possible because the tumbling chain ends are swept back toward the region where looped chain formation is again favoured (Fig. S8a †) .
Stress relaxation following shear
The stress relaxation of dangling chains following cessation of steady shear follows a single exponential decay resulting from dangling chain relaxation. Upon incorporation of reaction terms, the total stress of the system relaxes via a series of exponential decays, indicating the presence of more than a single relaxation process. Because bridged chains do not deform under quiescent conditions, the relaxation rate becomes a function of the dangling chain relaxation and the fraction of chains able to relax as associated chains interconvert with dangling chains. Evidence of these multiple relaxation phenomena can be seen in graphs of the transient evolution in the stress, chain fraction, and extension ( Fig. 8 ). When the kinetics of association are fast and 1/k a < 1, the rate of chain inter-conversion occurs faster than the rate of chain relaxation. This inter-conversion results in a single relaxation event on the order oft heal ftj D as chains dynamically attach and detach from the network multiple times in order to fully relax, hindering the relaxation rate by a factor approximately equal to the fraction of dangling chains.
For systems with lowk a values (1/k a < 1), a series of two discrete relaxation events occurs because dangling chains are able to fully relax before they reattach to the network. The rst relaxation corresponds to the relaxation of the dangling chains present aer cessation of shear. This initial relaxation time occurs on timest $ O(s). The second relaxation event involves the dissociation-dependent relaxation of the rest of the system. Since dangling chains are the only portion of the system capable of relaxing, the dissociation kinetics determine the fraction of chains that have detached from the network and had an opportunity to relax. Following high shear rates, this recovery becomes a function rst of the exchange between dangling and bridged chains and then of the exchange between all three conformations as a function of dangling chain extension.
Start-up of steady shear and steady shear ow are heavily dependent upon both kinetics and shear-induced phenomena such as chain tumbling and force-activated dissociation following Bell's Law (eqn (3)). While chain tumbling does not occur in low shear, stress relaxation remains a function of both kinetics and the degree of chain extension because the bridge dissociation rate is strongly modulated by the degree of extension. Therefore, relaxation processes can become more broadly spread in time due to the fact that highly extended chains will relax rapidly but less extended chains will relax slowly.
At high shear rates, the time scales corresponding to kinetic interchange become a strong function of chain extension. Specically, dangling chains cannot associate to become looped chains until their extension is low enough to promote looped chain formation, approximately belowr ¼ 2. The system is incapable of fully relaxing to equilibrium until dangling, bridged, and looped chains have the ability to equilibrate. This is evidenced in Fig. 8c , where the bridged chain fraction begins to increase following the initial dangling chain association. Once the chain extension of dangling chains reaches a distance where the probability of forming looped chains is non-zero ( Fig. S8 †) , the fraction of looped chains also increases. Increasing the time between association and dissociation events not only results in steady shear non-monotonicities and increased yield stresses but also increased recovery times postshear despite lower steady-state stress values. Recent work 14 has shown a correlation between larger end-block lengths (corresponding to slower chain end association/dissociation kinetics) and increased relaxation times.
Indei and Takimoto recently looked at multi-sticker polymers in oscillatory shear ow. The characteristics detailed here which result in longer relaxation times also contribute in oscillatory shear ow. 60 When multiple stickers are used (i.e.non-telechelic systems), Indei and Takimoto show evidence of associative Rouse behaviour. The chain behaviour becomes dependent not only upon the relaxation behaviour of each individual association but also on the total network relaxation behaviour. 60 Semenov et al. experimentally and theoretically show similar behaviour for hyaluronan-based associating polymers. 26 This suggests that when the system here is translated to a chain with multiple stickers, internal relaxations will further retard the system dynamics. However, the overall picture of the relative kinetics and sticker locations determining the dynamics should remain largely unchanged.
Conclusions
A new formulation of transient network theory was developed based on reaction-diffusion Smoluchowski equations for loops, bridges, and dangling chains in a telechelic polymer gel. Numerical solution of the model yields time-dependent end-toend distributions for chains that reveal the importance of both looped chains and chain tumbling on the mechanical response of these networks. The importance of end group sticker kinetics on telechelic network behaviour was explored in detail, providing insight into the molecular behaviour responsible for nonmonotonic ow curves. By adjusting the kinetic rates of sticker association and dissociation and respective kinetic equilibrium, it is possible to control shape and monotonicity of the ow curve. We have shown that non-monotonic ow proles only occur at low values ofk a and K eq , with both loop formation and extension of elastically active chains playing an important role.
In systems with non-monotonic ow curves, loop formation rst increases, then decreases with increasing De. Non-monotonicities also occur in the stress per elastically effective chain, indicating that they are observed in the absence of loops due to decreased chain extension. However, the inclusion of looped chains in the model causes the non-monotonicities to appear at lower De and lower stress. Chain tumbling is also observed in this model for a physically associated gel, corresponding to the observation of non-monotonic Deborah number verses chain extension curves in bridged chains and enabling a large fraction of chains to remain in the associated state even at high De.
The interchanges between bridged and dangling chain ends during start-up of steady shear ow result in multiple chain relaxation events. An initial stress overshoot results when bridged chains undergo force-activated conversion to dangling chains, and in gels that show non-monotonic stress proles, the chain tumbling leads to damped oscillations that decay as the chain population equilibrates towards the nal steady ow. Similarly, during stress relaxation when the fraction and availability of dangling chains is crucial, the relaxation time depends on the relative kinetic rates. When the kinetics of interchange occur on time scales equivalent to or faster than chain relaxation (1/k a < 1), the total system relaxation time is on the order of s. However, decreasing the rates of association and dissociation results in a total relaxation time signicantly greater than s which is primarily dominated by the value of 1/k d . This new transient network theory shows that both looped chains and chain tumbling are potentially important effects in associating polymer networks, providing new insight into the rheology of physical gels and our fundamental understanding of one of the most pervasive categories of so materials.
